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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents our research work on using the guided waves for damage detection generated by 
piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) arrays that are permanently attached to the structure. The data 
collection and processing is performed using the embedded ultrasonics structural radar (EUSR) concept. 
Research objectives includes: (a) improving damage detection in the array near field; (b) designing optimized 
phased-array patterns; (c) exploring the application of the to compact specimens with complicated geometries. 
Firstly, a generic formulation for the EUSR phased array directional beamforming was deduced using the exact 
traveling wave’s formulation without the limiting parallel-rays assumption used by other investigators. The 
analytical deductions have been followed by the proof-of-concept experimental results. Secondly, the beam 
forming and steering characteristics of linear PWAS arrays was studied for optimal array design. The influence of 
several geometric parameters, such as the number of elements in the PWAS phased array, the spacing between 
adjacent PWAS, and the steering angle, was discussed. Extensive simulation studies have shown that well-
behaved directional beamforming can be achieved with judicious array design. Thirdly, the possibility of applying 
the guided wave phased array to compact specimens was investigated and a design of using miniaturized PWAS 
phased arrays was proposed. The paper ends up with discussion and conclusions regarding the beamforming 
optimization and implementation of the guided wave PWAS phased arrays, followed by suggestions for further 
work. 

Keywords: ultrasonic, guided waves, Lamb waves, phased array, beamforming, beamsteering, PWAS, EUSR, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ultrasonic phased arrays are made of multiple piezoelectric elements excited by predetermined time-delayed 
signals to generate structural interference patterns. It acts like a spatial filter attenuating all signals and 
strengthening those propagating from certain directions [1] [2]. Beamforming is the array signal processing 
algorithms that focus the array’s signal capturing ability in a particular direction [3]. Some of the advantages of 
phased arrays over conventional ultrasonic transducers include high inspection speed, flexible data processing 
capability, improved resolution, and the capability of scanning without requiring mechanical movement, i.e., 
dynamic beam steering and focusing. The backscattered ultrasonic signals can be analyzed and then mapped 
into an image. Current ultrasonic inspection of thin wall structures (e.g., aircraft shells, storage tanks, large pipes, 
etc.) is a time consuming operation that requires meticulous through-the-thickness C-scans over large areas. One 



    

method to increase the efficiency of thin-wall structures inspection is to utilize guided waves (e.g., Lamb waves) 
instead of the conventional pressure waves [4][5]. Guided waves propagate along the mid-surface of thin-wall 
plates and shallow shells [6]. They can travel at relatively large distances with very little amplitude loss and offer 
the advantage of large-area coverage with a minimum of installed sensors. Guided Lamb waves have opened 
new opportunities for cost-effective detection of damage in aircraft structures, and a large number of papers have 
recently been published on this subject.  

The use of guided waves in conjunction with phase-array principles has proliferated widely in recent years due to 
its obvious benefits. However, an important roadblock on the way towards the utilization of these techniques in 
aircraft structural health monitoring is that the conventional ultrasonic transducers used for guided wave and 
phased-array applications are bulky and expensive, thus making their use in wide-area structural health 
monitoring expensive and problematic. Hence, a different type of Lamb wave transducer should be deployed into 
the SHM systems as sensor arrays which could be permanently wired and interrogated at will, thus providing an 
opportunity to use embedded ultrasonic NDE. Piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) are small, non-intrusive, 
inexpensive piezoelectric wafers that are non-resonant devices with wide band capabilities. They can be wired 
into phased arrays and connected to data concentrators or wireless communicators [7]. As active sensors, PWAS 
can be used as both transmitters and receptors of elastic waves. An important characteristic of PWAS is their 
omnidirectionality. This makes PWAS better suited for large area inspection using phased array electronic 
automated scanning. (Conventional ultrasonic transducers for guided-wave generation are usually unidirectional, 
and hence can only scan by mechanically rotating the transducer.). As shown in ref. 11, PWAS can be tuned to 
preferably excite one of the many Lamb wave modes through judicious combination of PWAS geometry and 
excitation frequency. This property has been exploited in our work by preferentially tuning the S0 Lamb wave 
mode which much less dispersive than the other Lamb wave mode (e.g., the A0 mode). 

2. GENERIC PWAS PHASED ARRAY BEAMFORMING  

By properly adjusting the time delays, phased array can steer and focus the ultrasonic beams at certain direction 
and scan the structure under inspection. There are various geometrical configurations of the overall arrays (such 
as linear, circular, rectangular, etc.) that can be exploited. In conventional phased array work [1][2][3], the parallel 
rays assumption is usually made. In the present work, we will remove the parallel-rays assumption and find out 
the general directional beamforming formula for the PWAS phased array based on the delay-and-sum 
beamforming algorithm without the limiting parallel-rays assumption. 

2.1 Delay-and-Sum Beamforming 

The idea of delay-and-sum beamforming is as follows [3]: if a propagating signal is present in an array’s aperture, 
the PWAS outputs, delayed by appropriate amounts and added together, reinforce the signal with respect to noise 
or waves propagating in different directions. The delays that reinforce the signal are directly related to the length 
of time it takes for the signal to propagate between PWAS.  

Suppose there is a reflector at the point ( , )P r φr in the XOY plane. We will consider the wavefield generated at 
( , )P r φr  by a group of M PWAS locating at { }msr  , m = 0,…, M-1 (Figure 1). The wave emitting from the mth PWAS 

is ( ) ( , )m my t f r t=
r  where mr

r  is the vector from the mth PWAS to the reflector. ξ
r

 is the unit vector pointing from the 

origin to ( , )P r φr  and mξ
r

 is the unit vector pointing from the mth PWAS to ( , )P r φr . Origin of coordinate system 
coincides with the PWAS phase center which is defined as the vector quantity 1

mM s∑ r , i.e.,  

 1 0mM s =∑ r
 (1) 

The delay-and-sum beamforming consists of two steps: (1) applying a delay Δm and a weighting factor wm to the 
output of mth PWAS; (2) summing up the output signals of M PWAS. This processing can be expressed as: 
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The delay {Δm} can be adjusted as to focus the array’s beam on particular propagating direction 0ξ
r

 while {wm} is 
the weighting factors for enhancing the beams’ shape and reducing sidelobe levels.  

Need to be noted that the beamforming formula depends on the relative location of the reflector to the array. If the 
reflector is far away from the array, i.e., in the far field of the array, the propagation directions of individual waves 



    

are approximately parallel to each other, or mξ ξ≈
r r

. The propagating field then consists of plane waves. Yet, if the 
reflector is close to the array, i.e., within the near field of the array, the propagating wavefront is a circular 
wavefront and the wave propagating directions are dependent on the location of each PWAS. In the following 
section, we will first deduce the beamforming formulation for PWAS phased array using the full wave traveling 
paths and then extend it to the far field case with the parallel ray approximation. 
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rr
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r

ξ
r
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Figure 1 the geometrical schematics of the mth PWAS and the reflector at ( , )P r φr  

2.2 Generic PWAS Phased Array Beamforming Formulation 

Generally, the Lamb wavefront at a point located xr  away the PWAS source can be expressed as: 
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i t k xAf x t e

x
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=
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r

r  (3) 

Since we will use the exact traveling paths for each PWAS, we define direction vectors from each PWAS to the 
target, say, mξ

r
 for mth PWAS as indicated in Figure 1. If msr  is the location of the mth PWAS, we have: 
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Where mk
r

 is the wavenumber of wave propagating in the direction of mξ
r

and ω is the wave’s temporal frequency. 
Using the notations defined above, the wavefront from the mth PWAS arriving at the point ( , )P r φr  can be written 
as: 
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And the synthetic wavefront from M PWAS is: 
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2.2.1 Generic directional beamforming: using the exact traveling path 

For any situation, the exact traveling wave paths can be used for the beamforming formulation. Using Equations 
(4) and (5), then Equation (6) is re-written as: 
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The synthetic signal ( , )z r tr  of M PWAS in equation (7) therefore becomes: 
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From equation (9) we see that the synthetic signal (original beamforming) is determined by the summation term, 
which is a function of the locations of the reflector and the PWAS. We write the beamforming as: 
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The maximum of equation (10) will be attained when the exponential part equals to zero and the coefficients 
equals to one. When directional beamforming at certain direction 0φ  is desired, it means, maximum beamforming 

( , , )mBF r sφ r  can be achieved at 0φ . To make the exponential parts equal to zero and the coefficients to one, 
certain delays and weightings should be applied for each summing elements. The delays and weightings can be 
found as: 
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Hence the beamforming in equation (10) becomes: 
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Recalling the synthetic wave equation (9), we can conclude that, by applying proper time delays and weightings, 
the array’s beamforming can be directed to a certain direction 0φ  and the synthetic signal is the M times 
enhancement of the original signal. 

2.2.2 Parallel Ray Approximation for the Far Field 

If a reflector is far away from the array, the propagation directions of individual waves can be considered to be 
parallel to each other, i.e., mξ ξ≈

r r
. This is the parallel ray approximation. Hence, Equations (4) and (5)become: 
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Then, Equation (6) becomes: 
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Considering delaying and weighting, the synthetic wave of M PWAS is: 
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Then we get the delay and weighting formulation for the special far field case: 
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The synthetic signal ( , )z r tr  is still M times reinforced ( , )f r tr . 

3. 1-D LINEAR PWAS PHASED ARRAY IMPLEMENTATION  

With the generic PWAS phased array beamforming, different types of arrays can be easily designed. The simplest 
and one of the most practical arrays are formed by placing the elements along a straight line. The original 
Embedded Ultrasonic Structural Radar (EUSR) methodology was developed for in-situ nondestructive evaluation 



    

(NDE) of thin-wall structures utilizing the following limiting assumptions [8]: (a) a 1-D linear PWAS array 
embedded onto the structure; and (b) the far-field parallel-rays approximation. It was further assumed that each 
active PWAS in the array acts as an omni-directional transmitter/receiver. The principle of operation of the EUSR 
is derived from two general principles: (1) the principle of guided Lamb wave generation with piezoelectric wafer 
active sensors (PWAS); (2) the principles of conventional linear array phased-array radar. In this section, we will 
redevelop the 1-D linear PWAS EUSR formula using the general approach initiated in the previous section. Thus, 
the EUSR presented here is an extension of the original EUSR concepts [8] into a more general approach. 

3.1 1-D linear PWAS phased array design 

Using a linearly arranged PWAS array, each element in the PWAS array plays the role of both transmitter and 
receiver. The responses of the structure to all the excitation signals are collected. The EUSR algorithm applies an 
appropriate delay to each signal in the data set to make them all focus on a certain direction within the 0º to 180º 
range. A virtual scanning beam is generated and a large area of the structure is interrogated. Assuming that the 
array consists of M PWAS, equally and linearly distributed along x-axis, separated by d, then the span of the array 
therefore is D, D ≈ (M-1)·d. The coordinate origin locates in the middle of the array using the phase center 
definition, and the location vector of mth PWAS is: 

 1(( ) ,0)
2m

Ms m d−
= −

r  (17) 

Using the generic formula (10) and applying delays and weights, the beamforming of the linear PWAS array at 
direction 0φ  is: 
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with  0 0( ) 1 ( ) /m mr rδ φ φ= −  (19) 

Equation (18) shows that the beamforming BF at a particular angle 0φ  is determined by the ratio d/r, the ratio d/λ, 
the number of PWAS, M, in the array, and the direction angle 0φ . Simulations of the original beamforming (without 
delay and weighting) and of the directional beamforming at 0φ  = 45º are presented in Figure 2 with M = 8, d/λ = 
0.5, and d/r = 1/(M-1)*10. We see the mainlobe exactly pointing to the target direction but also small sidelobes 
distributing along other directions. 

 1 
Original 
beamforming 

Beamforming 
at 45º

θ 
 

Figure 2  The original and directional beamforming at 45º of an 8 PWAS array with d/λ=0.5, d/r=1/(M-1)·10 

3.2 Laboratory experiments and results 

Proof-of-concept laboratory experiments have been conducted to verify the detection ability of EUSR. Figure 3a & 
b shows the specimen layout and laboratory experiment setup. Eight PWAS were used to build the 1-D array. The 
PWAS were placed at 8-mm pitch. The excitation frequency was tuned to 300 kHz. The excitation was sent to one 
PWAS at a time in a round-robin pattern. When one PWAS in the array is excited, then it acts as the transmitter 
and the rest of the PWAS act as receivers. (The transmitter also acts as receiver.) The transmitting signal is taken 
from a HP33120 signal generator and the receiving signal is captured by a TDS210 digital oscilloscope. The 
transmitter and receiver connections are controlled by an autoswitch unit. Thus, all elements in the array run in a 
round-robin pattern. Finally  a total of M2 number of data sets are collected and saved in the PC hard drive for 



    

later processing. The EUSR program processes these data sets with the delay-weight-sum procedure and 
generates a visual inspection image. Figure 3c shows the EUSR imaging for a 1220-mm square, 1-mm thick 2024 
T3 specimen with a 20-mm horizontal through crack located at 305-mm in front of the array. The crack is 
represented in the image as a small shade at 90º location and at just over 300-mm from the base. Other 
experiments on different crack situation and pin-hole damage have been successfully conducted [9]. 
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Figure 3 EUSR experiment using an 8-PWAS array: (a) specimen layout; (b) experiment setup; (c) EUSR inspection image 

4. 1-D LINEAR PWAS PHASED ARRAY OPTIMIZATION  

In the general theory developed in Section 2.2, we found out that the directional beamforming at any angle θ0 
depends on several parameters: (1) the spacing between adjacent PWAS d; (2) the number of PWAS M; (3) 
steering angle θ0. Among these, the effect of spacing d is represented by the two ratios, d/λ and d/r. Here, λ is the 
wavelength of the excitation signal; since λ = c/f, the wavelength changes during the frequency tuning process. 

4.1 Uniform-Excitation PWAS Phased Array 

We first assume that all the elements in the array have identical excitation amplitude and examine the effect of the 
d/λ and d/r ratios. 

4.1.1 Effect of d/r ratio 

The ratio d/r is related to the definition whether a point is located in the far or near field to the phased array. The 
far field can be considered as the area in which the distance from the phase center is much larger than the size of 
the array represented by its span D. Conventionally, an area can be treated as a far field if D/r > 5. The near field 
can be anywhere below this ratio, i.e., D/r < 5. Considering the existence of the sidelobes, a third field, “very close 
to the array”, can be defined as the lower limit D/r = 1. For a linear array, D ≈ (M-1)d, and the ratio D/r can be 
used to define the ratio d/r as: 

 d/r = 1/(M-1)·D/r (20) 

or 

 r/d = r/D·(M-1) (21) 

Figure 4a shows the beamforming simulation of an 8-PWAS array at very close field (r/d =(M-1)), near field (r/d = 
2(M-1)), and far field (r/d = 5(M-1)). From the simulation result we see, the directionality is best in the far field with 
small sidelobes. When getting closer to the array, the sidelobes increase in numbers and amplitudes. At the very 
close area to the area, a large amount of energy leaks to the sidelobes from the mainlobe which results in the 
obvious decreasing of the mainlobe and increasing of sidelobes amplitude. 

4.1.2 Effect of d/λ ratio 

The ratio d/λ shows how PWAS spacing affects the beamforming. The simulation results shown in Figure 4b are 
obtained from d/λ equal to 0.35 (dash line), 0.5 (dot line), and 0.75 (solid line). Obviously the mainbeam width 
decreases when d/λ increases, which means better directionality. However, it is noticed that for the d/λ=0.75 
situation, besides the mainbeam at desired angle (45º), there is another beam which is exactly the same as the 
mainbeam while located in an undesired direction. This is called a grating lobe. The grating lobe is not desired 
and can mislead our inspection results. Theoretically, the spatial sampling theorem states that the spacing d 
between elements should be smaller or equal to the half of wavelength ( / 0.5d λ ≤ ) in order to avoid spatial 



    

aliasing [3]; otherwise grating lobes will show up. For d/λ values smaller than 0.5, the mainbeam becomes wider 
but with smaller sidelobe effects. 

 1 r/d = 5(M-1) 
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d / λ = 0.75
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45º 

M = 8 

M = 16

(c) 

r/d = 5(M-1) 

 
Figure 4 the beamforming of a PWAS linear phased array (without delay): (a) at different d/r ratio with d/λ=0.5, M=8; (b) using 
different d/λ ratio with r/d = 5(M-1);; (c) at 45º with d/r=1/(M-1)·1/5 using different M. 

4.1.3 Effect of the number of PWAS, M 

In order to achieve better directionality, finer mainlobe and smaller sidelobes are desired. Figure 4c shows the 
comparison results of the beamforming using M = 8 and M = 16 with d/r=5/(M-1) (far field). The diagram shows 
that with 16 PWAS, we have a finer (narrower) directional lobe and smaller sidelobes. This illustrates the fact that 
more PWAS will bring better directionality and fewer disturbances from the sidelobes. 

4.1.4 Effect of the steering angle 0φ   

Steering angle 0φ  is another factor that affects the beamforming. The beamforming at 0º, 30º, 60º, 90º, 120º, 150º 
using an eight-PWAS array is shown in Figure 5a.  
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Figure 5 beamforming optimization simulation: (a) 8 PWAS array with r/d=5(M-1); (b) 16 PWAS array with r/d=5(M-1); (c) 8 
PWAS array with r/d=5(M-1); (d) 8 PWAS array at 40º. 

We notice that the beamforming are symmetric about 90º. We also notice that the beamforming loses its 
directionality at small angles such as 0º and 30º. However, as we move from 0º towards 30º, the directionality is 
getting better. When 0φ  increases beyond 30o, the directionality improves and the sidelobes are being suppressed 
(compare 30º with 60º and 90º in Figure 5a). The effect of the number of array elements, M, is shown in Figure 5b. 



    

Compared to the beamforming with 8 PWAS, the beamforming with 16 PWAS shows better directionality both at 
large angles such as 60º and 90º (thinner mainlobes at corresponding 0φ ) but also at lower angles such as 30º. At 
30º, the beamforming with 16 PWAS array still keeps its directionality, while the beamforming with 8 PWAS was 
shown to be losing its directionality (c.f., Figure 5a). Figure 5c shows the beamforming with a 8-PWAS array with 
r/d = 5(M-1) at different angles. Again, we see the beamforming gets better at larger 0φ . However, the results in 
Figure 5d show that, at certain 0φ , the ratio of r/d will not affect the mainlobe, i.e., the directionality. Yet, the 
sidelobes strength is affected. It increases  as r/d becomes large. However, the difference between near field, r/d 
= 2(M-1), and far field, r/d = 5(M-1) and 10(M-1), are almost negligible. But for very near field, d/r = 1(M-1), the 
sidelobe is very pronounced. 

4.2  Phased Arrays with Nonuniform Excitation 

Nonuniform phased-array excitation allows us to perform optimization studies. Our optimization study will be 
focused on binomial and Dolph-Chebyshev non-uniformly excited arrays [10]. These distributions will be used to 
tape the amplitude distribution {am} along the PWAS. Thus, the beamforming equation becomes: 
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4.2.1 Binomial array 

The excitation coefficients of a binomial array can be determined using the binomial expansion. With M=10, the 
coefficients are {1, 9, 36, 84, 126, 126, 84, 36, 9, 1}. These numbers represent the relative amplitudes of each 
element. Simulation results for a 90º steering angle and d/λ equal to 0.35 (dash-dot beam), 0.5(solid beam) and 
0.75(dash beam) are shown in Figure 6a. At d/λ=0.5, it is noticeable that the binomial array offers a no-sidelobe 
beam. With larger d/λ, the directionality can be improved. However, the ratio of d/λ is still limited by the sampling 
theorem. The beamforming at d/λ=0.5 is compared to the uniform array shown in Figure 6b. Though binomial 
array has no sidelobe, it has worse directivity compared to the uniform array. Moreover, the relative excitation 
amplitudes are not smoothly changed along the elements. For example, the 1st element has amplitude of 1 while 
the 5th element has a relative amplitude of 126. This imposes higher requirement on the device. 
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d/λ = 0.35 
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Figure 6  Beamforming of 10 PWAS binomial array: (a) binomial array beamforming at d/λ=0.5, 0.5 and 0.75; (b) binomial 
array in comparison to the corresponding uniform array 

4.2.2 Dolph-Chebyshev array 

The Dolph-Chebyshev array is related to the Chebyshev polynomials [10]. For an array with M=10 and mainlobe-
to-first-side-lobe ratio of 20, the Chebyshev coefficients are {0.357, 0.485, 0.706, 0.89, 1, 1, 0.89, 0.706, 0.485, 
0.357}. The simulation results at 90ºand 45º for d/λ=0.5 is shown in Figure 7a. It shows that with the sidelobe 
level of 20 design, the sidelobe is significantly suppressed and it has nice beamforming at these directions. Figure 
7b shows the comparison of beamforming of the three uniform (dash beam), binomial (dot beam) and Chebyshev 
(solid beam) arrays at d/λ=0.5. Binomial has zero sidelobe while uniform array has the largest sidelobe level. 
However, binomial has the worst directivity, followed by Dolph-chebyshev and uniform arrays. We can conclude 
that Dolph-Chebyshev array has a good balance between lower sidelobe level and higher directivity. 
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Figure 7  Beamforming of 10 PWAS Dolph-Chebyshev array: (a) Dolph-Chebyshev array with d/λ=0.5 at 45º and 90º; (b) 
Dolph-Chebyshev array in comparison to binomial and uniform arrays  

5. FUTURE WORK: MINI-ARRAY AND 2D ARRAY DESIGN 

In the optimization discussion, we concluded that to have better behaved beamforming of the PWAS phased 
array, more PWAS and/or small d/r value are desired. Increasing number of PWAS is no doubt the easier way to 
achieve obvious improvement. However, this will result in the complexity of the wiring and larger size of phased 
array, especially when space is limited. Non-uniformly excited array has higher requirements for the equipment. 
We have proposed a mini-array consisting of scale-down PWAS of 5-mm dimension (round or square). 

Another concern in our previous work is that our linear 1-D array is effective within 0º~180º degrees. In order to 
extend our phased array detection ability, 2-D PWAS phased arrays are needed. We will also be focused on 
design the 2D arrays such as square, rectangular, and circular arrays. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we deduced a generic formulation for PWAS phased array directional beamforming using the exact 
traveling wave paths without the limiting parallel-rays assumption that is traditionally used. Our studies were done 
in conjunction with the further development of the embedded ultrasonics structural radar (EUSR) which utilizes 
tune guided waves to scan a large area from a single location. The generic formulation was verified against the 
original EUSR methodology for 1-D linear array with eight PWAS elements. Then the beamforming and steering 
characteristics of 1-D linear array were studied through simulations to understand the effect of various parameters. 
The effect of the number of PWAS, M, the PWAS spacing d, its ratio to radial position and wavelength (d/r and 
d/λ), and the steering angle 0φ  on the array performance have been researched. Array excitation optimization 
through non-uniform excitation using the binomial and the Dolph-Chebyshev distributions has been explored, and 
the corresponding performance was compared with that of the uniform array. Our results indicate that a well-
behaved directional beamforming can be achieved with judicious array design. We finally proposed a mini-array 
schematic for damage detection of compact objects with complicated geometry. Further research is also needed 
to be focused on the 2D PWAS phased array design. 
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